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Dramatic conclusion: HBO too pricey for admin
Lauren Tierne.y
Herald Staff Reporter
Students may have noticed
that something is missing
from their list of channels this
semester. At the conclusion
· of the spring sememster, the
University eliminated HBO
from the channels provided
on campus in an effort to save
money in an area that they felt
was not being fully utilized by
the student body. According
to University officials, HBO
alone was costing the University about $72,000 each year.
Because HBO offers commercial free programming, the
network cannot make money
through advertising like most
other networks. Patrons must
subscribe to HBO and pay a
monthly fee.
In an interview, Tony Montefusco of the University's Housing Department stated that
the cut was not done without
consideration. IRHA, along
with other random students,
were asked whether or not
they actually watched HBO in

Lauren Tierne

See HBO, page 3

Bed bugs attack
Rhode Island

Canned 'cocaine' growing in popularity

win, a second-year HAWE.
Olivia Lyons
"This concoction (of mixing
Features Editor
caffeine and alcohol) enables
consumers to become extremely
Most college students will
not been confirmed, but it has
Lauren Tierney
dehydrated at a very rapid pace,
verity that beer and liquor are
Roger Williams University com- not the only types of alcohol
and the amount of caffeine
Herald Staff Reporter
munity members wondering if
masks the depressant effects
being served at today's averour campus could be in danger. age college party. Far more
Until a recent national outof alcohol; allowing those who
"An incidence of bedbugs is on dangerous drinks, such as the
break, bed bugs have been out
are drinking it to believe they
of the news, and most likely, not the rise nationally. I believe this "caffeinated alcoholic beverage" are not as intoxicated as they
is true for Rhode Island as well . Four Loko, are consumed in
at the front of people's minds.
actually are-which then
but not to the extent that
But with the growing
makes them feel that they can
excess by young people every
some of the larger
population of the pest
or should drink more," said
weekend.
cities like NYC are
becoming espeStudents may admit to leisurely Donna Lynn Darmody, the
experiencing,"
cially harsh in
drinking the increasingly contro- Director of Health Education.
said Anne AnNew York City,
Four Loko has been referred
versial drink Four Loko on the
drade of Roger weekends. But many students
where both an
to as 'legalized cocaine in a
Williams UniAbercrombie
can' by multiple news outlets.
were surprised to hear that one
versity Health
and Fitch and
The recent outrage concerncan of Four Loko (23.5 oz) conServices.
a Victoria's
ing the new, popular drink
tains 12% alcohol content and
When asked
Secret had to
of choice has caused an
660 calories, which is roughly
if bedbugs
close down due
official ban of Four Loko on
equivalent to five beers.
were an issue on
to infestation, bed
numerous college campuses
«Four Loko are terrible, but
our own campus,
bugs are crawling all
nationwide. "I think it is about
amazing at the same time"
Andrade said there
over newscasts across
time that community organizreported an anonymous Roger
have been no reported issues
the northeast. Though
ers and politicians, as well
Williams University freshman.
of bedbugs, but that staff would
an AOL News report
as medical experts, speak
Some students are compelled
help to determine it a student
cited New York City
out about energy drinks such
to try the tasty drink because
if is having a problem with the
as the top-most
as Four Loko. At the same
they can allegedly feel more
pests.
bedbug-infested
time, own_ers of liquor stores
alert while becoming extremely
These flat, reddish-brown bugs intoxicated simultaneously.
city in the region,
(should) reconsider whether or
are about the size of a waterRhode Island, New
However, students do not seem not to carry such products that
melon seed. Contrary to popular to comprehend the health risks
York's northern
are potentially dangerous to
belief, you can see a bedbug
neighbor did not
being connected to this alcoholic our youth," Darmody said.
with the naked eye. They tend
make the list.
Four Loko is not FDAbeverage. "Some of these (side
to live in comforters, mattresses, effects) include severe dehyLocally, howapproved and as of right now,
and clothing, and they teed off
ever, rumors
'1111111119 are
the FDA is being pressured to
dration, nausea, headaches,
spreading that
there blood. Bedbugs, however, are
permanenUy ban the drink.
hangovers, decreased ability to
not known to spread disease,
was a recent infestation
"I think this is going to be
metabolize alcohol, and increase
so an infestation would merely
at a Rhode Island hospital,
a short lived fad," Goodwin
likelihood of alcohol poisoning
though the institution remains
said, "because Four Loko is
and death," said Kirstie GoodSee BED BUGS, page 4
unnamed. These rumors have
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News

Facts that matter about global, national, and local happenings

New Public Safety Phone ""~·~·~gd~[d<ired
Amanda Newman

Managing Editor
On Oct. 15, Public Safety announced several new "hotlines,"
including a new emergency
number, shuttle services hotline,
and crime prevention
hotiine. The new
emergency number is
the biggest change, as
Public Safety has implemented what they believe
to be an easy to remember
extension, according to ·
John Blessing, Director of
Public Safety.
"[We're] pretty excited
about it," Blessing said. "It
improves access to Public
Safety and makes for an
easier number to remember
and provide."
In the email debuting the
new numbers, there is a little
slogan which Public Safety
is hoping will make the new
emergency number easier
to remember. "At RWU, Public
Safety is key; in case of emergency, just dial 3!" the slogan reads.
Blessing says he feels the new
number will be more beneficial and
increase access for students. The
old extension spelled out "HELP," bu1
it was found that it was an in-house

Pope creates two
dozen new cardinals
Pope Benedict XVI
announced Wednesday
that he would create 24
new cardinals - putting
his stamp on the body
that will select his replacement when he dies.
The 24 senior Catholic
clergy who will be
getting their red hats
next month include two
from the United States,
as well as clergymen
from Egypt, Brazil,
Poland, Italy, Zambia,
Ecuador, Sri Lanka
and Germany, among
others.
-CNN.com

Verizon to sell Samsung's IPad rival for

$600

The first big-name
competitor to the iPad in
the U.S. won't be
undercutting it in price.
Verizon Wireless on
Wednesday said it will
Verizon will start selling
the Samsung Galaxy
Tab on Nov. 11., which
is half the size of the
iPad, for $600. That's
more 1han the basic
version of
Apple lnc.'s tablet. It has
screen that measures 7
inches diagonally and
runs Google lnc.'s Android software. Access
to Verizon's cellular data
network will cost $20
per month for up to 1
gigabyte of traffic. The
tablet has two cameras,
which could be used for
videoconferencing. The
iPad has no camera.
-msnbc.msn.com

A false rape conviction, 22 years in pr~son
- and now an $18.5
mllllon award
A man who spent more
than two decades in
prison for a rape that he
didn't commit says that
he's not sure what he'll
do with an $18.5 million
award a jury has ordered
New York City to pay
him. Alan Newton, now
49, was freed in July
2006 after serving nearly
22 years in prison for a
rape, robbery and assault conviction. Newton
had asked for DNA
testing in 1994, but it
wasn't until 2005 that the
city was able to locate
a rape kit of biological •
samples taken from the
victim. The genetic tests
proved that he was not
the perpetrator.
-msnbc.msn.com

from a cell phone; only an on-campus
phone would work.
"Not many students have [landline]
phones in their rooms, so we needed
to make it accessible by all," Blessing
said. Now, from a cell phone, Public
Safety can be reached by dialing
(401) 254-3333, or by dialing extention 3333 from an on-campus phone.
Presently, the new emergency
line is up and running, and any calls
made to the previous "HELP" line are
being forwarded to the new line, but
there are plans to phase the old line
out within the next few years.
A new number created is that of
the shuttle services hotline, whose
purpose is, according to the email,
to "improve ... services ... for all students seeking information regarding
Shuttle Services."
The last new number is anonymous
crime prevention hotline, where 'faculty and staff can report suspicious
campus activities to Public Safety,"
according to the email.
Students and faculty are encouraged to add all the new numbers to
their contact lists.
Emergency Hotline: (401) 254-3333
Shuttle Services: (401) 254-7333
Crime Prevention:
(401) 254-3212
For non-emergencies, dial (401)
254-3611, or ext. 3611 from any oncampus phone.

WORI nears return to air, -·1oses· aam1n1straTo(
Ben Whitmore

Editor-in-Chief
Thanks to the ratification of
funding bill by Student Senate
on Monday, WQRI 88.3 FM,
Roger Williams University's
student radio station, received
the $1 O, 000 it stated it needs to
get back on air.
"I'm pretty happy that Student
Senate identified that for WQRI
to remain an organization and
keep fuffilling our mission statement, we need to be on air,
and if we're not on air we're not

doing what we're supposed to
be doing," said Henry Lindner,
General Manager of WQRI.
Now that the station can order
the necessary servers and
studio equipment, WQRI could
be broadcasting live by the first
or second week of November,
Lindner said.
11,JQRI will make the final push
to get back on air without its station administrator, Michael Prete,
who resigned earlier this week.
According to Lindner, disagreement over the appropriate level
of detail of WQRl's Executive

Board meeting minutes, which
Prete kept, led Prete to resign.
"The E-Board felt the minutes
were too long ... and I guess
inappropriate, because we believed there was a lot of personal
commentary in it which generally does not go in the minutes,"
Lindner said.
Prete was not available for
comment.
After multiple meetings between Prete, E-Board members, and WQRl's advisor, the
E-Board was still unsatisfied-with
Prete's minutes and chose not to
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formally approve them, Lindner
said.
When the E-Board voted to approve a shortened and amended
version of the meeting minutes
he wrote, Prete chose to resign,
Lindner said.
According to the station's bylaws, the WQRI E-Board has two
weeks to fill the station administrator position. Lindner said he
and other E-Board members.are
currently accepting applications
for the position from general staff
members and other students.
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News

Bridge stil_
I undergoing
construction
Nicholle Buckley
Herald Staff Reporter
Since Sept. 27, the Mount
Hope Bridge has been under
construction. Many people
around campus have said that
not a lot has been done, but
Beth Bailey from the Rhode
Island Turnpike and Bridge Authority says otherwise: "RITBA
coritinues to repair the concrete
on the road surface. This results in alternating lane patterns
between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m., when traffic is off-peak.
Other work is being done below
the bridge ana does not disrupt
traffic.''
According·to Bailey, the
project should be completed
by December this year; but she
also states that '1his is a 4-year
project and work will resume in
the spring."
From a student's perspective,
Audra Armstrong has a lot to
say, considering that she lives

Breast Cancer Wa k

in Baypoint, located across the
bridge in Portsmouth. "I probably cross the bridge three
times back and forth every day.
I am worried about it because
everyone who lives in Baypoint
and in Portsmouth relies cin
the bridge as the" only way to
getto school," Armstrong said.
"I do not.understand why the
. construction is taking place from
nine to three because that is
when the majority of the traffic is
on the bridge. Night construction
seems like a far easier solution.
"I have a feeling that it will become much worse with time and
become a huge inconvenience
and a huge headache for everyone who has to worry about
crossing the bridge." Bailey
said. "The fact of the matter is
the busiest times on the bridge
are during commuting hours, not
between nine to three. It's too
dark to work at night safely and
is thus impractical."

Emily Rann
RWU students participating_ in the breast cancer walk.

Emily Rann
Herald Staff Reporter

Mark Fusco
The Mount Hope Bridge is the source of frustration for many.

HBO: University put
funds elsewhere
Continued from page 1
their rooms. The response from
those students did not give the
University reason to keep the
channel. He also said that the
savings were used to avoid an
increase in room and board
fees. The University felt that
the need to keep rates down
outweighed the students desire
for HBO.
Student body treasurer, Nick
Tsimortos, has been in close
contact with the issue. He
received details of the budgetary cut from the Senior Vice
President of Finance and Administration, Jerome Williams.
Tsimortos was informed that the
$72,000 saved from canceling
HBO was used to increase the
bandwidth of the Internet on
campus. Internet speed has
been an issue on campus in
recent years. When asked if the
money had gone toward keeping the rates down or improving the Internet, Williams said,
"Any time that there are budget
savings, the University is able
to hold the line on the cost of tu- ition and room and board while
meeting the growing needs for
services. Since the last two
years, the increase in tuition and
room and board is the lowest

increase in the last ten years at
the University." It was not made
clear exactly which of the two
options the money was used
for. However, John King Cleared
things up. He said, "We eliminated HBO as part of several
decisions designed to reduce
the operating budget, thereby
allowing for a smaller than usual
room rate increase." In short,
HBO was cut to save students
money on their room and board
rates. While the rates still went
up, they did not increase by
quite as much. as usual.
Tsimortos hopes to send out a
survey through Student Senate to take a poll of the student
body. The tentative e-mail
would ask questions about what
students watch on television
and if they would like to see
HBO return. He hopes that if
there is enough of a response,
the University might consider
reinstating HBO onto our list
of channels. When asked if
this was a possibility, Williams
said, "That is a question that I
would have to discuss with Dr.
King from a budgetary policy
perspective." For now, Roger
Williams University will have to
settle for life without HBO.

When you think of October
you usually think of all the red,
brown, and yellow colors of the
fall. Many Americans are now
remindEid..otar\Qt!Jw,CQloJ- .
pink! October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. Year after
year, over 200,000 women are
diagnosed with this life changing disease.
For almost a century, the
American Breast Ganeer
Society has been trying to
decrease Breast Cancer numbers. Based on United States
statistics from the American
Cancer Society for 2010, there
have been 207,090 current
cases dealing with invasive
breast cancer. The lives of
39,840 women have been lost
to breast cancer, and approximately 54,01 Orecent cases of
Carcinoma in situ (CIS) will be
discovered. Currently, there
is beyond 2 million sur\iivors
of breast cancer in the United
States. Since 1990, death
rates have been decreasing
with a greater decline in women under fifty years old. This
miraculous drop in lives lost
from breast cancer, can only
be due to sooner discovery of
the disease through screening, amplified awareness, and
enhanced treatment.
The Women's Center of Roger Williams University (RWU)
supports the breast cancer
walks that are coordinated by
the American Cancer Society,
and tries to inspire students
to participate and help out
for the cause. This will be the
tenth year that members of
the Women's Center will be
going with groups of students
to the Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer Walk. The walk
will take place on Sunday,
Oct. 24, at Roger Williams
Park in Providence, R.I., and
busses will leave campus at
7 a.m. Registration will open

at 7:30 a.m., and the Rolling
Start will be from 8:30 a.m.
through 1Oa.m. The Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer
Walk has been successfully
completed for fifteen years
in Providence! Students are

m~~~::nta~~alk

Cancer Walk. They will also
be passing out Breast Cancer
Awareness information and
will be hosting a fundralser.
The Campus Entertainment
Network (OEN) will be selling
balloons to be released into
the .air on Oct. 25 .iri honor

Of~reaStenncef-Vtcmns. llre

survivors. If any students are
proceeds will be donated to
interested in being on the
the American Cancer Society.
RWU team, please rush to the
It's quite obvious how many
nearest laptop and go to www. students and staff members
cancer.org/stridesonline. The
are interested in spreading
goal for this year is to raise
awareness and helping to sup$1,000 to be donated to the
port those in need of our help
during Breast Cancer AwareAmerican Cancer Society.
ness Month. However, there
Many students are really
excited about Breast Cancer
are always people who should
get involved, be informed, and
Awareness month and the
Making Strides Against Breast be reminded of what Breast
Cancer Awareness Month
Cancer Walk, since breast
cancer is a serious disease
is all about. We all have the
that endangers the lives of
opportunity to rais~ awareness
and funds, support breast canmany women. Last year's
cer survivors, and never forget
breast cancer walk was very
those we lost. The Advisor of
successful. RWU students
who partook in the walk colthe RWU Women's Center,
lected close to $1,200, which "" Jennifer Stanley, said, ''The
best protection is early detecwas donated to the American
tion. Take the time each month
Cancer Society.
to do a breast self-exam. It
On Wednesday, Oct. 20,
and Thursday, Oct. 21, the
~ould save your life!"
Women's Center will have a
table set up in the Commons
for students who want to sign
up for the Making Strides
Against Breast

..
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BED BUGS: U.S.
sees. resurgence
1n pests
Continued from page 1
leave you itching.
There are some relatively
simple ways to detect the bug:
check yourself for bites, which
are generally slightly raised and
reddish. Check your sheets and
bedding as well. Bedbugs often
leave excrement that appear as
small, black dots on the sheets.
There may also be rust or red
colored spots that are caused
by squishing the bugs.
"We as facilities and residence life and housing completed a webinar to get additional information in an effort to
determine how the process is
going to be," said Tony Montefusco, Director of Housing. The
university is in contact with an
exterminating comrany that will
come to the schoo to assist in
detectinQ an infestation, Montefusco said. The company brings
in a special light and examines
the room in question. If bedbugs
were discovered, the university

Robert Manning
Herald Staff Reporter
Before "The Matrix,n before
"Blade Runner," before "Star
Wars," before "Superman," Fritz
Lang's 1927 silent film masterpiece, "Metropolis," set the stage
for all great science fiction films
to follow. "Metropolis" follows
the story of a privileged boy who
becomes a hero as he unites the
aloof, autocratic rich, and the
enslaved, disgruntled poor of
the mighty city-state Metropolis
foil a mad scientist and defeat a
crazed robotic sociopath, quelling a massive workers' rebellion.
For a time, the edited version
was thought to be the only version in existence, as the Nazi
takeover of German film brought
with it massive destruction of
art; the film was believed to be
destroyed. After a few TV showings, the first major re-release
came in 1984, when a cut of
the film, with a few minutes of

recovered footage, was released
along with an attempt at coloration and a new musical score
composed by Giorgio Moroder,
using songs from artists like Pat
Benatar and Freddie Mercury.
In 1987, a truer-to-form version was released, with most of
the lost footage replaced with
photos and speech cards. A
2001 release combined footage from four archives and ran
a triumphant 124 minutes. It
was believed that this would be
the most complete version of
Metropolis that current Audiences would see. But that would
change.
In 2008, the director of the
Museum of Cinema in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, !'Dade a shocking discovery: a 16mm cut of
the film with virtually all of the
missing footage intact, over 25
minutes of footage not seen
since the movie's 1927 Berlin
debut. It did not look promising
at first, however. The film was
badly scratched and degraded,

and the quality of the images
were in bad form, having been
copied from a 35mm original,
and thus, the size was different
from the other existing copies,
making editing diff~ll. Many of
the personnel who had worked
on the 2001 version came back
for this edition. Digital scanning
and computer editing made the
process smoother, allowing for
most of the damage and flaws
to be digitally edited out. The
restoration also allowed for the
jumbled set up of the remaining scenes to be smoothed,
and missing plot twists to be
returned.
The restored film debuted for
its American appearance on Apr.
25, 2010, at Grauman's Chinese
Theater in Hollywood, followed
up by another showing in Los
Angeles. Since then, the film
has been touring the country.
Release dates for various cities
are available at the Metropolis
Website:
www.kino.com/metropolis.
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has a process in place to assist
the student in eliminating the
issue. The exterminator would
rid the room of the pests. The
mattress would be bagged, destroyed, and replaced, and the
student would be responsible for
taking all of their material items
(clothes, sheets, towels, etc.) to
a Laundromat. The high heat of
the industrial driers will kill the
bedbugs.
One can help prevent infestation by washing sheets and
clothes at high temperatures
to kill the bugs. The driers on
campus are not strong enough,
however, so drying laundry at
Laundromats is necessary.
If staying in a hotel, avoid putting luggage on the bed or floor.
Instead, use a luggage rack. Immediately upon returning home,
wash the clothing in the luggage
at a high temperature to prevent
the transmission of the pests. ,
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News and reviews of people and places downtown

DBMA seeks to strengthen ties between RWU and town

Darielle Terry
H
Id St0 ff Reporter
era
For Roger Williams University,
the campus' convenient access
to downtown Bristol is one of the
university's biggest assets. The
Downtown Bristol Merchants
Association (DBMA) aims to
help students and their families
realize the value of this often
underutilized area.
'We want the students and
staff at Roger Williams to realize that we are a resource that
can make events better," said
Paul Mancieri, owner of Leo's
Ristorante and a co-chair of the
DBMA.
The DBMA was founded nine
years ago by several business
owners. Since then, they have
worked together to better their
businesses, the downtown area,
and to host events. As Alayne
White, owner of Alayne White
Spa and co-chair of DBMA
described it: "It's individual businesses that put their heart anq
soul into it and our goal is to get
them to stay here and to grow.
That's the whole purpose."
As co-chairs of the DBMA,
Mancieri and White's job is to
lead other businesses and ·~o
rock and roll in order to get other
people to rock and roll," White
said. They want to inspire other

business owners in Bristol to
due to the fact that they are
campus will order delivery from
capitalize on potential customers not allowed to have cars on
restaurants in Bristol, who either
from the RWU campus commu- campus, which makes it hard
accept Unicard points or deliver
nity.
to campus,
"I see
that is
an opsometimes
portunity
the extent
for Bristol
of their inmerchants
volvement
to work
with the
together
downtown
to drive
commusales into
nity. Some
the downstudents,
town.
when they
We have
become
a lot of
uppereconomic
classmen,
engines
will take
in front
advantage
of us that
of the bars
we need
in Bristol,
to take
but ocadvancasionally
tage of,"
that is the
Mancieri
extent of
said.
their parNot all
ticipation in
RWU stuthe greater
dents are
commuaware,
nity. Many
however,
Left· courtesy Alayne White· Right· Darielle Terry stud.ents
of all that
.
·. . .
.' . ·.
.
are iust
downtown Alayne Whit~ and ~au/ ~anc1efl chair the DBMA, which 1~ trymg to.1mp!ove not aware
area has
the economic relallonsh!p between the campus community and Bflstoltans. of all that
to offer,
Bristol
Mancieri said. This is especially for them to get downtown. While has to offer because they have
true among freshmen; partly
freshman and other students on never walked around during the

daylight and looked around in
the unique shops, restaurants,
art galleries, salons, and museurns. Bristol is a great place to
walk around and take advantage
of '~his vibrant downtown is
unusual these days with all the
malls and route 6's and everything else that everybody goes
to," White said.
One thing the DBMA has
done is having places in the
downtown area accept Unicard
points. In addition, Leo's Ristorante is hosting a college night
for students once a week, where
they receive discounted meals.
On Oct. 24, the DBMA will
sponsor a Halloween Walkabout, where all the shop owners and staff will be dressed in
Halloween costumes, distributing candy for trick-or-treaters.
To kick off the, winter holiday
season there will be a Holiday
Preview Party on the night of
Nov. 19. Then, throughout the
holiday season the DBMA will
hold a snowflake raffle.
These events are designed to
get the community involved with
th~ small businesses here in
Bristol. "It's all about the whole
community. It's about having us
all work together for the driving
and thriving of business," White
said.
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Bristol Beat

Stone Church Coffee
House to host Bill Harley
simultaneously a son,
ronmental and political
Article courtesy
father,
husband,
child
causes.
Bristol Phoenix
and grownup, and has
The stories during his
Bristol's Stone Church
remained true to all
uAdult Show" recapture
Coffee House at the First
those facets of his ltte.
the humor and joy of
Congregational Church
He was receptive early
childhood, the struggles
welcomes folk singer,
on to folk artisVactivist
between parent and child,
songwriter and storyteller
Pete Seeger's use of
and youthful reckl~ss·
Bill Harley on Saturday,
music as an expression
ness. These are real
Oct. 30. Bill
experiences that
Harley is a master
are easy for adults
storyteller. The
to relate to.
nationally touring,
The two-time
critically acclaimed
Grammy Awardsinger/songwriter,
winner and multiple
author, musician
Grammy nominee
and monologist is
won for "Blah Blah
considered by fans
Blah: Stories About
and peers alike
Clams, Swamp
to be one of the
Monsters, Pirate
best storytellers
and Dogs" in 2007
in the country for
and "Yes to Runhis celebrations of
ning" in 2009.
commonality and
The coffeehouse
humanity through
is a family oriented,
comic narrative
handicap-accessisongs and confesble musical venue
sional spoken
at the church at
works.
280 High St. Doors
Adults absorb
open at 6:45 p.m.,
a Harley perforand the show starts
mance through a
at 7:30. Tickets
double filter of past
are available at the
ey.com door or in advance
and present. Children respond from
Bill Harley, poses with his Grammy at 253-4813. Light
the immediacy of
award for the best recording in the refreshments will
their own lives, as
be available for
children's spoken word category.
with rubber-faced
purchase: Tickets
abandon he examare $15 (students
ines human foibles, flaws
of community. As a folk
are half price; children 5
musician in the Seeger/
and under are free).
and embarrassments,
common fears and simple Woody Guthrie tradition,
Harley still lends his voice
pleasures. Harley's work
resonates because he is
to social justice, envi-
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Local ·art museum celebrates storied history
glass-with
"It is a three-year project
Chihuly, an organized by fifteen members of
outstanding the Printmakers Network of New
exhibitEngland,· says Patricia. "Poets
mixed
and artists convene to create an
media, and
idea through printmaking in both
sculptures
wood-cut and engravings."
in wood,
The oil painting exhibit at the
bronze, and law school lasts from Oct. 27,
stone,· said 201 Oto Jan 2011, and is part of
Patricia
an ongoing liaison with the Law
Woods,
School at R~er Williams, with
current
hopes of continuing in 2011.
ChairperAs for the nature of the Bristol
son of the
Art Museum, it is a non-profit
museum.
organization. entirely based on
"More revolunteering; that is, there is a
cently, there constant state of labor in the
has been
four-hour shifts at the museum.
installation
"There is the high priority of
art, where
staffing volunteers, as well as
the artist
caretaking the museum space
assembles
during office hours," Arruda said.
an ot?ject in
The physical plan of the
an artistic
structure must also be mainfashion in
tained, which requires a building
the middle
committee. As well, exhibit
of the mucommittees search for artists to
seum, with
exhibit their work for the upcoman innovaing season, though it is never
tive use of
difficult to find them.
materials.n
''The exhibit and building comThe mumittees are definitely substanseum is cur- tial," Woods said. "As for myself,
I seek to build the organization
usco rently open
half
the
within
and strengthen the Board.
The Bristol Art museum is located adjacent to the Linden Place residence. The art museum opened in 1963 and has featured
year, this fall There are also subcommittees
the work of numerous famous and respected artists over_ ths past.47years.
showcasto--pnMde more delegate9 m-tre
ing three
committees. We are also hoping
This museum is located the
or to learn about art. It created
Nicholas Tomeo
exhibits: "Water" at the Bristol
for a paid executive director."
historic part of downtown Bristol, variety for the community as
Art
Exhibit
at
Rogers
Free
In addition to these tasks,
Herald Staff Reporter
adjacent to the Linden Place
never seen before."
Library, "Travel+" at the Bristol
Woods said she also needs to
residence. The ballroom in
With the institution of the Bris- Art Museum Exhibit at Linden
ensure that the Treasurer of the
tol
Art Museum, local, regional,
which
it
is
currently
located
is
in
Place, and at the Roger Williams museum receives the IRS forms,
Art has always served as a
the Federal-style, built in 1810,
and national art scenes began to University Law School, "Mills of
that the Executive Board premeans of reflecting the comand
the
Linden
Place
Estate
cooperate
together in Bristol.
the Past Century" by Penelope
pares publicity for the exhibits
munity at large. No matter the
"We used to have an anManzella.
ma timely manner, and that the
medium, it has always conveyed dates from the 1860s. Near
the
courtyard
is
also
a
statuary
nual
ball," Arruda said, "where
The "Water" exhibit lasts from
opening reception is planned.
this in its entirety.
lemonade champagne and
Oct. 13, 2010 to Jan. 5, 2011,
Annually, there are three events
This pertains locally to the Bris- in Colt Park, where there are
Lorna Doone cookies would be
reproductions
from
the
Musee
and is the last of four exhibits
held at the Linden Place Balltol Art Museum, founded in 1963
des Beaux-Arts of Paris that the served."
characterizing the basic "Eleroom, and a full program for the
by Jill Pardee, Margaret Merone, Colt
Family had brought back
It helped to expose the averments.ft
year must be properly planned.
and Mrs. Perry. using the Linden
from
Europe.
age
resident of Bristol to the
"It features themes of boats
"We always work towards
Place Ballroom for its exhibits.
"It was unique and provided a
various forms of fine art, begincontinued money support to pay
and cup-defenders." Arruda
Nine exhibits between June and venue,n
said Dr. Robert Arruda,
ning with painting, sculpture,
said.
for expenses," Arruda said.
October were held, the likes of
and textiles.
one
of
the
founding
members
of
The
exhibit
not
only
showcasFor both Woods and Arruda,
which allured prestigious artists,
Over the years, however, the
the museum. "There was previes the scenery of New England.- their experience in the Bristol Art
such as Frank Benson, George
Museum has taught them how to
DeForest Bush, Robert Mother- ously no institution in Bristol that media have certainly expanded. but also waterfalls and lakes
served these needs; you had to
"Traditionally, there have been throughout the world.
efficiently operate a museum.
well, Maxfield Parrish, Norman
go to either Newport or Provioil, watercolor, and clay. There
The ''Travel+n exhibit lasts from
Rockwell, Richard Grosvenor,
dence for access to art exhibits
are also works of art in wood,
Oct. 30 to Nov. 20.
among many others.

Government fair: Educating students aboUl:.their:,ftrtures
Nicholas torneo
Herald Staff Reporter

~.t.:v ··~.~

~=~=-~

ploying students~ various·

Educational fairs are designed
to present material about a
pai1icular topic in such a man-ner that it makes the attending
students more interested or
enoaoed in the s&qect matter.
This fonn of education is alSo
the goal behind the upcoming

Government-Fair to be held at
the Delaney Gym of the Harborside Recreational Center at the
Harborside Campus in Provi,
dence on Thursday, Nov. 4 from
3:00 to 6:00 p.m. It will provide
students a chance to meet employers, network, inquire about
both Internships and jobs, and

govemment=,iS.~

r•-1:~~

ieges ana oolv~incltid-

ing Brown Uni\fersity, Brvant
Unive~. Johnson & Wales
tJniVer8itY, New.Eng_lan(t Insti-

tute of Technology, Providence
College, Rhode ISiand Colleae.
Salve Regina University, and
the Un~ Of Rbode ls1and.
The following agencies are
registered: City Year, Commonweatth of Mass., ConnectiCut
State Police, Customs and
Border Protection, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, and
the Federal Bureau of Prisons,

FD1C .MassacllUs8tl$ ~

CU$bns~ - IRS-

setlS Division of Baiit<s, Naval
Undersea Warfare Centef, and

the U.S. Secr&t Serviee.

rnent'ot ~ :MasSacihu-

-P.-e.~.
AISo real&
.· - 1
-~ :cire the Soci
. 'al

~Mrilinis1taticm, U.S.

Department of~.
National StatistiO Service - New

c~ Fi8kl0ftk:e US
;~of H8afth,&Human
Services, as well as the Drug

&:m~~=·a00
'Ttil&evemis· ~

cahtred to stud8nts who at'&'

considering a~~
fllental office, such as becoin-

~=~e==

~organized a shottte thatWill
bring students to and from the

Eittorcement Administration, ac- fair; Pallesc'1i said. 'Wetiave
recruited etnploy<rs,: scheduled
~ to AlexandraPalleschl,

.one of the primary orpanizers of
the event The following groups
are also registered: the U.S.
Marine Corps officer programs,
the U.S. D = t of StateOiplomatic · urity, VA Boston
Healthcare System, Vermont
State Police, Immigration &

the event, marketed it to·the
students, and set tt up so that
they could attend.•
As of now, thirty students are
expected to attend, though
Palleschi anticipates more.
In regards to·the assortment

of activities, students can meet

~dsaajobop.

portunities, and hanO out their

resumes..
•
•1t is tcind of like a meet-and-

-.t$8yS· PallesChi. "There

·win be some. refreshments."
As for' ihe,baSio set·up Qf the
event there will be fables of
emolovees ~ng~
nieS who are interested in hinng
~-time, part-time or internship
personnel.
"Students will learn what
employers are looking for, learn
hoW to interview and-to speak
professionally, learn valuable
networking·skiffs, and interact
with professiooills,• Palleschi

said.
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there
is a lack of spirit on campus
[which is why] we decorate
and program events that will
hopefully unify the classes and
Each year, students on
generate more pride in being
campus find their own ways to
a hawk." Along with Awad, the
express their hawk pride, but
one organization has been work- 4 class councils and ICC have
ing for months to boost spirit · created a new position, which
hits close to home with this
throughout the student body.
topic. Spirit and Traditions Chair
The Inter Class Council (ICC)
Rachel Koch has assisted with
has been working on a week
worth of events for their annual . the week's planning in preparation for what she describes as
Spirit Week. Each year, ICC
"bigger and better events· than
hosts a week worth of RWUever."
themed events to help promote
'We just want students to
school spirtt on a campus that
get exctted about the campus
some feel is lacking. Junior and
ICC Chair Nibal Awad describes that they live on," Koch said
on why ICC hosts Spirit Week.
the basis of the week: "This
Although the final product will,
is·a traditional event that ICC
hopefully for ICC, look flawhosts leading up to Homecoming Weekend. We came up with less, ICC works to overcome
the idea for spirit week because many hurdles and struggles
to produce the best week for

Griffin Labbance
Herald Staff Reporter

students. "There is a lot of work
that goes into programming; we
have something going on every
day of the week," said Awad.
She added that ICC strives to
work with different organizations
and also different departments
such as athletics and the alumni
center. "Spirit Week wouldn't be
the same without their collaboration," Awad said.
Throughout the week, ICC puts
on programs that are directed
towards what the students want
and will enjoy along with some
beneficial programs. Besides
the traditional flag football game
and student/faculty basketball
game, ICC works with different
foundations to put on programs,
such as St. Baldricks Day, in
support of cures for children with
cancer. Awad agrees with some
students' reaction that there

are many
options for students during the
week. "There is something for
everyone. I think the campus
gets a kick out of it; we just hope
they will continue to show their
spirit throughout the rest of the
year," Awad said.
Koch agreed and added that
she wants students to engage
with events during this week and
then take that enthusiasm, energy and support to other events
on campus even when the week
is over. "I want students to put
themselves out there and try
something new," Koch said.
Awad agrees with many
members of ICC with that the
preparation of the week went
right on plan. "I think that it
went very well; I just hope that
everyone enjoys themselves
and had fun attending all of the
events," Awad said. She said

she believes that Spirit Week is
not only a school spirit booster,
but also is a pathway to greater
leadership opportunities for
students.
"My first day on ICC was right
in the middle of Spirit Week and
it was such an amazing week
to jump right into the organization and see what ICC was
all about," Awad said. "I hope
every student walks away with
a little more Hawk pride in them
than they had before the week
started," she said.
ICC wants to help campus
boost their school spirit, one
class at a time, Koch said. "We
can't make you want school
spirit: you have to want it yourself," Koch said. This sentiment
is part of the reason that ICC
works hard to plan this week.

Student opinion: Homecoming is all about manufacturing school pride
Alexandra Artiano
Asst. Opinions Editor
Homecoming is a good excuse
to partake in some school
activities and show off the college to your parents. That's at
least what is advertised on the
website. The events include

family information sessions,
casino night, and some "athletic
events". The problem is that
the Roger Williams University's
campus is not one filled with
school spirit at other points
during the year, so when ~·Spirit
Week" comes around, it seems
a little out of place. Personally,
I am having my mother come
down and we are leaving that

night to go see the Jack-0Lantem Spectacular at Roger
Williams Zoo - that will probably
be the highlight of our day. As
much as I want to really feel
school spirit and be a part of
the community, I feel like I'm
always walking around campus
and there is nothing to really
do. We receive e-mails every
day about what's going on, but

it's never really getting to know
the campus and feeling pride
about where we go to school.
We're really good at impressing
people with the beauty of our
school, but what do we really
hold as substance? I mean, we
don't even have a football team.
I feel like even though that is a
superficial thing, it still matters: it
means that we don't get to go to

that Homecoming footban-game
and we don't get to dress up and
get excited about a Homecoming ejlJy)w2ause it se~--tfik
of pmntte'§s. All Iknow IS'. , ~
Homecoming weekend seems
kind of weak and feels like it will
probably be a flop but I really
hope I'm wrong.

,
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Lauren Buckley
Age:21
Major: Biology
Minor: Sociology and
Anthropology

Charnele Luster

Jackie Gazelle

Lauren Elliott

Age:21
Major: Criminal Justice
Minor: Psychology

Age:20
Major: Architecture

Age:21
Major: Architecture

Age:21
Major: Elementary
Education

.

Who will be the next

4L ·.
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Caitlyn Anderson
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Mary Randazzo

Meagan Amylon

Age:21
Major: English Literature
Minors: Psychology and
Communications

Age:21
Major: Elementary
Education
Minor: History

Samantha Eckel
Age:21
Major: Communications Public Relations

King and Queen?

Patrick Byrne
Age:21
Major: Criminal Justice

,.

_...

Tom Maybury

John Walsh

Anthony Buzzerio

Julia Weiss

Age:21
Major: Environmental
Science

Age:21
Major: Communications Public Relations and History

Caitie Abrahamson

Age:19
Major: Engineering

Age:21
Major: Communications Journalism

Age:20
Major: Psychology and
History

Do you think_Homecoming would be more signif1
icant if we had a football team?
Matt Gallagher
"I feel like everyone would
be more into it than they
are now. Students would
be more excited."

Joey Milanes

Morgan Barresse

"It would give us something "I do, definitely. I come from
to look forward to. It would
a very football-oriented
pump us up more. n
family. My mom was really
involved with Pop Warner
and started the cheerleading program in my town. It
is a lot more fun. n

Shannon Ingles
"I'm going to disagree.
There are lots of great
sports here already and
lots of great school that
don't need football for spirit
week. n

Bruce Rycki
"It would definitely be more
significant. It brings a lot
more people to games and
it's all based around that.
That's the biggest thing that
you can do for Spirit Week,
although I know that it's not
easv."
f

I'
f
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Flying Kites- program gives hope to Kenyan orphans
Olivia Lyons
Features Editor
Flying Kites, a non-profit
organization, works to raise
awareness about the two-million
orphaned children fighting for
their lives in Kenya and to eventually end the unfortunate cycle
of poverty that the Kenyans are
stuck in.
Nearly 60,000 of the orphaned
children are living on the streets
of Kenya. These children have
been forced to steal, beg, and
rummage through garbage for

food. Many have been reduced to using drugs-to numb
the hunger-and prostituting
themselves to make money.
"Children living on the streets
are trapped in a cycle of poverty
and despair from which it is all
but impossible to escape," wrote
the Flying Kites program on its
website.
Brendan Lagere and Kasey
Golka, two RWU freshmen,
have brought Myturn, a division
of Flying Kites, to the Roger
Williams University. Myturn is
a segment of the organization
dedicated to raising awareness

about the orphans, among
college students. On Thursday,
Oct. 28 at 7:00 p.m., RWU
students will be given the opportunity to participate in an
event sponsored by Myturn held
in Global Heritage Hall (GHH01 ). The event will consist of
students watching a 50-minute
DVD revealing the way the
orphaned children in Kenya
live, which will be followed by
a qoestion and answer session
regarding the DVD and the organization in general.
"The DVD is a huge eye
opener for most," said Lagere,

who has been involved with Flying Kites for nearly three years
now. Lagere said that students
are urged to stop by the meet-

"I hope that I can reach out to
a large number of students and
have them become involved
in this wonderful cause to help
stand up to poverty and this
orphan crisis," Lagere said. "I
also hope that even just a few
students/faculty will be touched
enough where they would be
willing to help out this organization even further than the Myturn
club on campus."

-

ing in GHH, next
Thursday, to learn how
they can help end the suffering
for Kenyan orphans.

Conversation partne.rs help bridge cultural gap
Christina Berlinguet
Herald Staff Reporter
The Conversation Partner
Program is an exceptional
opportunity for Roger Williams
University's students with English as their second language to
meet English-speaking students
and improve their studies in the
language and American culture.
This is especially important for
English as a second language
(ESL) students because it provides them with the opportunity
to meet American RWU students and allows ESL students
to plunge into the culture. ESL
students only have class with
each other; therefore, it can be

difficult for them to meet students from the United States.
As of right now, there are 104
international students in the
program, and an abundance
are still on the waiting list. The
program runs by setting up
about five ESL students with an
American speaking partner. Maria Adkins, the woman in charge
of the program, meets with the
conversation partners once a
week and checks in with them
to see what they are doing with
their students, ensuring that they
are learning and sharing cultural
experiences. Adkins teaches
the conversation partners
strategies on how to improve
learning about different cultures.
She usually leads a discussion about cultural differences

"Some weeks we play games,
and other im~rtant aspects in
interacting wrth people from a
like Apples to Apples, and some
weeks we watch a t. This is a
different culture. Sometimes,
great way for our partners to
she will show the conversation
meet other Americans as well
partners international films that
correspond with the culture of
as other international students,"
their international student or has states Aimee Curran, a converthem research different aspects sation partner. One of the most
of the food or traditions of diff.er- important aspects of the Conversation Partner Program is allowent cultures.
ing for students to emerge within
Conversation partners meet
with their international students
different cultures and enjoy the
for an hour once a week. Todiversity that exists on camgether, they do a variety of activ- pus. Curran also states, "I love
learning about different cultures;
ities, from playing board games
it is a firsthand experience that
to dinning together. Some of
I could never get unless I had
the conversation partners put
together Tuesday night dinners
the money to travel out of the
where each week, they cook
country."
food from one of the countries
"It's great to think about certain
that their international students
things and compare the difference between my country
come from.
!!!!!!l!!!!I

and yours," said Alexis Diaz,
an international student from
Caracas, Venezuela said. Diaz
and her conversation partner
usually spend their time 1ogether
walking around campus talking
about their experiences from the
previous week, she said.
Although there are no payroll positions available for the
Conversation Partner Program,
work-study students are encouraged to apply for a position as
a conversation partner. There
are four new openings every
fall. Becoming a conversation
partner is a great opportunity
for people who want to immerse
themselves within another culture and become aware of his or
her own culture as they share it
with their international student

Get your Graduate Degree
for less than $10,000* at

Worcester State
Multiple Formats
21 Graduate Programs
Traditional Semester
7 Week Accelerated Modules
Day, Evening and Online Courses

Larie Course Selection
Available Masters
Programs Complete
in 12-18 Months
M.S. Management
M.S. Healthcare
M.Ed. General Education
Masters of Arts
-History
-English
-Spanish
"Based on 36 Crodit Prog.nrm
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OP.inio·ns
What you have to say

The travails of paying your own way through college

Katlyn Proctor
Opinions Editor
Have you ever really wafted
the scent of freshly canned
pickles? Pickles are delicious
but when the somewhat sour

juice and seeds are trailed from
the beautifully stocked shelves
of a produce department to an
already sticky Self-Checkout
register scale and scanner, I
have a problem with them. The
best part is, if you haven't put it
together it yet, that the customer
put the leaking jar of pickles
back on the shelf, leaving me to
follow the trail with blue spray
and paper towels. I then had
to sort through all of the pickle
jars on the shelf to find the leaky
one.
Going off of the "putting things
back" idea, there is a frequent
nighttime customer that visits
while I am stuck closing. It's sort
of an awkward situation since
I'm stuck all alone, guarding
down 9 registers filled with
cash and I have no where to

run to avoid conversation. A
goofy-looking foreign man (or a
young man?) often purchases
over $100 worth of lobster. He
is always accompanied with a
short, redheaded man wearing a
fanny pack from.Chicago, or so
he's told me 3 times. I question
how the pair have met, what
they have in common and where
they get the money to purchase
$300 worth of random-groceries (like toothbrushes), twice a
week. One night, after the kid
(boy?) successfully stole $40
worth of lobster while my back
was turned, the store manager
informed me that "lobster-boy"
or so the name he has been
coined, simply "lets" the lobsters
go. He buys them and lets them
go again. As a vegetarian, I son
of support this in an odd way.

But do you know what I could do
with $300? I could buy a laptop,
or finally fill my fridge with delicious groceries.
But instead, this is kind of what
my life is like all of the time.
I lead that sort of humorous
and entertaining life yet at the
same time it's sort of pitiful. I
work two jobs and have nothing
to show for it. I'm constantly in
last place, especially when I play
Mario Kart (but I like to blame
it on the fact that Donkey Kong
weighs more than any other
character in the game.) For 30
hours a week, I'm surrounded by
food of every kind and yet I have
learned to let a package of Pop
Tarts last me 2 days. My luck 1s
constantly changing, although
I'm convinced it's some sort of
family curse, which we can get

into another time. For example,
when I think thinks may be
looking up for a change, I just so
happen to get stuck behind the
University lawnmower (although,
the grass looks very nice at all
times) traveling approximately
2 miles an hour when I need to
get to class for a test. And if you
only knew how many times I
have missed the shuttle, or any
form of !ransportation in my life,
you would flat out laugh.
I'm Katlyn and I work at
Shaw's. I'd like to continue to
share my tales of unluckiness,
the struggles I encounter as I
completely support myself and
other random work stories that I
deem worth sharing.
And as they've trained me to
say at Shaw's: Get crazy about
food.

In tune: albums that'll rock your iPod
"Cameras" by Matt and Kim

"Come around Sundown" by Kings
of Leon

"Your Hand in Mine" by Explosions
in the Sky

Student: Brandon Farmer

Critic's Pick

Student: Matt Gallagher

"Cameras" is a pretty solid mix between two
increasingly popular genres of music: electronicpunk and indie rock. The Brooklyn-based band
Matt and Kim is notorious for experimenting with,
and creating, an amateurish and unique style of
music. Their unconventional mixture of sounds
combined with their convincing lyrics promoting
a non-conformist bohemian-style of living, totally
works and leaves the listeners wanting to hear
more of this intriguing, alternative type of music.

Kings of Leon released their newest album,
"Come around Sundown," which features one
brilliant song after another, on Tuesday, Oct.
19. Although the band has produced yet another
great album, most critics will agree that KOL
seems tom between the lime light and their
southern garage-band roots in their new album.
Songs such as "The End" and "Radioactive" are
very typical, but $ubstantial, 'studio' KOL songs.
However, songs like "Mary" and "Birthday" are
throwbacks to the band's original sound.

Explosions in the Sky is an instrumental-rock

band based out ot Austin. lexas. The.band's mu-

sic has been featured on soundtracks for popular
films including Friday Night Lights and Love
Happens. Explosions in the Sky refers to many
of their songs as mini-symphonies, which truly is
the best way to describe their music. "Your Hand
in Mine" stretches on for over seven minutes narrating a romantic journey without using a single
word. This wildly emotional song is certainly
worth your download this week.
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Don't ask, don't tell:
social injustic~ or tactical .precaution?

putti~g their life on the line in the U.S.
military, they should be able to do so
without any restrictions on their sexual
preference.
Since the law was implemented in
1994, a steadily growing number of
14,000 service members have been
kicked out of the military. That is aQ
honest disgrace on how the military
treats those willing to put their life on
the line for-their country.
The rhetoric that personal sexual
Courtney Costello
preference should not be stated within
Herald Contributor
serving the military and that a person
who is ousted as being gay can be
removed from their service is a violation of civil rights. This movement to
In the past two weeks, there have
repeal DAOT to which this federal
been a flurry of changes within the
judge gave legs is the start of our civil
ruling and implementation of the "don't rights movement.
ask, don't tell" policy. Last week, a fedAt this moment, how does 'don't ask
eral judge in California ruled the policy don't tell' speak to American children?
unconstitutional. While this week the
Having an oppressed group of people
judge upheld that current decision and in the military does not teach the basic
now military recruits have been told by principle of being treated equally and
the Pentagon to let open gays and les- this is sending an obviously wrong
bians into the military. The Pentagon
message. It seems as if being gay in
also stated that anyone in the milrtary
the military is unpatriotic and it isn't
currently could come out without being right for them to disclose their identity
discharged.
while they are in service.
This is an obvious step in the right
This message should not be sent to
direction, right? Well, most people and any child or teenager. The fact that
I fighting for this cause believe that
there is a "gay teen suicide" epidemic
although it is progress, this change
on the hands of Americans should be
could move in the other direction just
a clear indicator that times are changas quickly.
ing and people are becoming more
Currently, this court decision is still
vocal about their sexuality. It cannot
being deliberated and it could be
be that we have adults, and not just
overturned. If 'don't ask, don't tell' is
parents, governing us saying that it is
reinstated, the repercussions could
not okay to voice one's sexuality while
affect those who were recruited openly serving in the military. It is such an unand came out in the military.
just law that has definitely had a trickle
As the logistics of this policy condown affect on the youth in America.
tinue to be frayed in a state of limbo, . All we can do now is hope that the
I think that there is the obvious bigger
overturn of 'don't ask, don't tell' stays
picture to the whole idea of having
in place, where those who wish, can
those of the LGBT community serve
openly serve in the military.
in the military. If a citizen of the United
States wants to serve their country by

How did Lady Gaga become.so
damn influential? Her opposition to the
military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy
has her fans up in arms against Bill
Clinton's brainchild. The recent ruling
by U.S. District Judge Virginia Phillips
in the case Log Cabin Republicans v.
United States has given the government until the date of December 13th
to consider the appeal of this decision. Recent polls produced by media
organizations including CNN, FOX and
The New York Times indicates that
roughly 75% of Americans favor the
"military acceptance of openly homosexual citizens". I am fully supportive
of the government appeal of this ruling
by Judge Phillips, and as part of the
dissenting minority I feel compelled tci
reveal my reasoning.
The "don't ask, don't tell" policy,
as enacted in 1993 by the Olinton
Administration, was President Clinton's
fulfillment of his campaign promise
that he would allow all citizens to serve
their nation. The policy essentially permits homosexual American citizens to_
serve within the U.S. military provided
that the aforementioned individual
keeps his/her sexuality private. I see
no problem with this doctrine, because
participation in the military does not
recognize the civil rights of ttie individuals who compose it. The freedom of
speech, our most basic right, the one
right that every single child in America
is aware of, is not supported within the
military. Soldiers are not even allowed
to reveal their political biases while in
uniform. This is because freedom of
speech can cause friction within the
military, and this friction directly results
in the death of American soldii:irs. I feel
the right of a homosexual within the
military to declare his homosexuality
is an incident that the government is
entitled to restrict.
The military, and combat specifically,
creates a strong sense of brotherhood
within units and between soldiers. This

Andy Plocica
Herald Contributor
strong bond is universal, and there
is hardly a soldier in the military who
wouldn't lay down his/her life for a
fellow soldier if the situation presented
itself. The servitude of homosexual
men/women could lead to the creation
of relationships that surpass those of
basic comradery. Where as brotherhood creates strong ties between
soldiers, love is a much more irrational
bond to face on the frontlines. Love on
the trontline could generate situations
where individuals place the wellbeing
of a select soldier above the squad and
the mission, this is dangerous. This is
the same reason why female soldiers
are not stationed upon the frontlines
of combat, a woman's right to serve
in combat are overshadowed by the
greater good of our cause.
The U.S. military is facing a fierce. opponent in Afghanistan, and this opponent must not be underestimated. The
amount of changes that would have to
be instituted in order to permit openly
homosexual citizens the ability to serve
in the military are too numerous and
time consuming to perform during the
middle of a war. The inconvenient truth
of the matter is that the removal of the
"don't ask, don't tell" policy will have to
wait, the war we are engaged in now
does not offer us the luxury of renovating the military instituion. Good luck
and God Bless.money back- into our
economy. Thanks and God bless.

WTF of the week
Mork Fusco

Photo Editor
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This gem was discovered·
on a Monday morning placed
neatly on a rock in I lot,
accompanied
by a freshly
eaten apple core.
Although some
grape Juice and
a tresnly picked
fall apple make
an ideal morning snack, this
student seems to
possess a fundamental misunderstanding about
the proper grape
juice to consume
with breakfast.
Although this
is not entirely
shocking to find
remnants of
alcohol consumption on our
lovely campus,
this combina-

tion does create a bit of an
oddity. I only wish that they
had remembered to use a
bendy straw. Hopefully this
two-liter size champagne
was a shared snack, and the
placement of leaving it in a

parking lot has no relation to
the student's driving habits.
WTFRWU?

The.Hawks' Herald is holding a
short scary story conte~t open to
all Roger Williams University
students. Interested writers
should submit.a short.s~rY stofY
(maximum of 1,000 words) to
stories.hawksherald@gmail.com
by Monday, Oct. 25 at 5:00 p.m.
Your s.tory can be featured in the
H'alloween edition of the Herald!
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The 3,000 mile oil myth
Mark Fusco

Photo Editor

oil. So the question is: how often
should you change your car's
oil?
"Oil chemistry and engine
technology have improved to the
point that most cars can go several thousand more miles before
changing the oil. A better average would be 7,500 between
oil changes, and sometimes up
to 10,000 miles or more," Philip
Reed, Senior Consumer Advice
Editor for the automotive website
Edmunds.com told the New York

3,000 miles: for anyone
adamant about maintaining his
Dear Editor:
or her car, this is an important
quantity. For everyone else, it's
The same crossword puzzle was used two weeks in a row...would
that number on the annoying
you run the same story two weeks in a row I don't think so .... step up sticker that your mechanic puts
your game bro
on your windshield reminding
you to change your oil. MoVery Disappointed,
tor oil acts as a lubricant for
Mark Kupcinskas
combustion engines in everything from tractor-trailers to
lawn mowers. Oil creates a
film th.at covers moving parts
within the engine, ~rotecting
it by minimizing direct contact
between moving components,
decreasing heat caused by
friction, and reducing wear.
Motor oil also limits the metal
parts' exposure to oxygen,
preventing oxidization. In the
average consumer car, oil
ing to have to apply what you
Katie Roane
can
be exposed to temperahave learned throughout your
Herald Staff Reporter
tures
of up to 320 degrees
education in that particular
Fahrenheit,
and this exposure
course and that is where the
to
high
heat
causes the oil to
To be honest, I had not heard
real test comes into play. It is
lose
viscosity,
creating a poor
anything about the debate
not what you can bubble in on
lubricant.
Also,
as internal
regarding giving final exams in
a Scantron, but it is the applicaparts
touch,
they
create
college until I was asked to write tion of all the skills that you have
an opinion article about it. When learned in the course that really microscopic metal shavings
that are absorbed by the oil.
I did more research on it, I found shows your professors what
Times. Driving conditions tend to
out that it was Harvard Univeryou have learned. And in cases As these shavings accumulate
in
the
oil,
it
can
actually
increase
be
the largest factor determining
sity of all places that was doing
such as these, I do believe that
engine
wear
over
time.
Think
of
when
your vehicle's oil should
away with final exams simply
giving students a final project,
it
as
mopping
a
floor
with
dirty
be
changed.
Most drivers do not
because of the attendance of
which would be a chance to
water. Eventually, the water
realize which conditions have
professors in their own classes
demonstrate their knowledge,
becomes so contaminated that
severe effects on an enQine. For
in May and a new policy that
would better benefit them in
it
does
more
harm
than
good.
example~ those short dnves to
requires professors to proctor
the long term. That being said,
Although
not
changing
motor
town
can be the most strenuous
their own exams. Originally,
these projects would have to
on
an
engine. Quick drives do
oil
is
very
harmful
to
an
engine,
I was sort of disappointed in
be designed in such a manner
changing it too often is a huge
not permit oil to heat up enough
Harvard because, well, it is
that students would not be able waste of time, money, and well,
to effectively absorb the con taman Ivy League school; it didn't
simply go on the Internet and .
make sense to me that they
Google for everything that they
were choosing to give students
are
required to know
final projects instead of exams.
for the project as
I got the impression
that would defeat
information through technology,
that profesSarah Mamula
the purpose of
I do think that there is something
sors were
Herald Staff Reporter
assessing them.
slightly disturbing about the disjust getting
I also believe
appearance of what used to be a
lazy and
these aforecultural
tradition. Who does not
lowermentioned
have
an
image ingrained in their
Over
the
past
few
vears,
I
ing their
projects should have noticed 1hat newspapers
minds of their parents readinQ
expectations
give students
have slowly but surely started
the paper wtth a coffee in their
of students
some sort of
hand? And what about paper
to
thin
out,
layoff,
or
shut
down
simply for their
real-world
completely
at
own conveexperience
a discomfortnience sake.
because
ing pace.
Plus, how could
that is
And
local
professors assure
~
what colpapers
are
that their students
lege is for: not the only
were actually using
to prepare us for ones hurttheir knowledge
the future? This is someing- I know
and not plagiarizing
thing that a test 9annot do.
that
when
outside resources to make up
However, I do not believe that
I pick up
tor what they had not learned?
avoiding final exams would be
the Sunday
And would not grading several
appropriate for every departedition
of The
projects be more time consumment. Take mathematics, for
New York
ing than one staAdardized
example. Math is just math: it
Times, the
exam? But after giving it some
is one of those subjects where
weight
of the
thought, Harvard may be on to
you know it or you don't So, for folded pages
something. Their logic is a bit
situations like that, I think that
is but a mere
off, but maybe final exams really a final exam would be more
shadow of its
are not worth all the effort that
fitting, and above all, necessary. former self.
goes into designing them and
It is not okay for professors just The Style section alone used to
routes? Do those cute little boys
certainly all the stress that goes to sit back and say; "I'm not
weigh about one pound. What
on bikes exist anymore?
into preparing for them.
going to give a final because I
happened? Oh yeah, technology
The same issue is also hapThe first department to no
don't feel like it." There has to
happened.
pening
within the magazine and
longer regularly give finals
be a deeper meaning behind it,
book
publishing
industries. After
These
days,
most
of
us,
me
inwas Harvard's Faculty of Arts
such as being more beneficial
working at a local bookstore in
cluded, get the major headlines
and Sciences. Since many of
to the student. After all, we are
sent to us via e-mail or have the my hometown for about three
the sciences are more theorythe ones paying for our college
years, I have seen firsthand
based, perhaps final exams are education and it would be unfair Associated Press app on our
smart
phones.
Who
bothers
to
how
difficult.that it is to compete
not the most effective way of
for the professors to deny us
pick up a copy of the newspaper with Amazon.corn's Kindle and
assessing what students have
an assessment that tells us just anymore?
Apple's iPad. Times are tough,
learned. I mean, in the real
how much knowledge that we
and
nobody wants to spend $28
Reading
the
news
on
our
worlt:I, no one is ever going to
have acquired and how we can
laptops
and
cell
phones
is
quick,
on
the
newest hardcover when
ask you the exact definition of,
apply it to real ltte.
easy, and environmentally
you can get an e-book for a fracsay, microbiology. Rather, to
friendly. However, while I untion of the price.
be successful, you are goOur lives have rapidly become
derstand the perks to obtaining

The final word
on exams

inants produced in the engine.
Oil nowadays has increased
chemical robustness that allows
them to protect engines from
wear much longer than oils in
the past. Modern engines also
have tignter tolerances (the gap
between metal moving parts)
internally which lead to less
engine wear. Automakers have
also begun to introduce oil life
monitoring systems, which notify
the driver when an oil change is
required.
Our addiction to the 3,000-mile
change is the brainchild of Jiffy
Lube shops hoping to secure
your repeat business as often as
possible.
"Another National Oil and Lube
News article tied the frequency
of oil changes to success in
pushing related products and
services. For a midsize SUV,
the stepped-up oil change intervals will bring in $1,800 over
the life of the car; the article
says, 'A few extra services [or
oil changes) can go a long way
toward increasing the amount
of money that a customer will
spend during the lifespan that
we estimated here,' the article
concludes," Reed wrote in an
article published on Edmunds.
com.
Living by the myth of the 3,000mile change is too costly to
auto owners and too wasteful of
usable oil to continue to justify.
My advice: consult your owner's
manual for a more accurate
interval and rip that pesky sticker
off your window.

The NYnmes are a-changin

1

filled with machines and flat
screens. With the mass amounts
of social networking websites
and other ways to obtain news,
we are all slaves to the battery
life on our electronic devies.
Heaven forbid my MacBook
shuts down while I am reading
about the United States' new
strategy in Afghanistan.
What if my Kindle gets
..... sand in it on vacation? Aw,
shoot.
Sarcasm aside, I do not
believe for a moment that
newspapers, magazines,
and books could ever
return to the good 'ol days.
However, if there were suddenly a way to do go back,
I would be against it. Technology is great. Advances
have vastly improved and
simplified our day-to-day
tasks. I just think that there
should be some kind of
limit. Can there not be
room for both? Can we
please blend the traditional with
the modern? Personally, I find
the idea of reading Jane Austen
on a phone absolutely nauseating. It is just wrong.
I have no idea what is going
to happen in the future, but I
cannot imagine a world without newspapers, magazines,
and books. Yes, it is all well
and good to be advanced so
everything is cheap and a tree
never has to get cut down again
but let's not forget that we are
human beings, not robots.
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Dmitri Strakhov
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Attach:
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. , Devon Leighton is in a relationship with Dmitri Strakhov.
How long have you been dating?

Comment - "Like

DS: One year.
View Photos

How did you .-et?

View Photos
View Videos

View Videos

Dl: Tbrough a mutual friend, Mitri He lived next

Send a Message

Send a Message

door tome_

Chat

Chat

DS: I was always in his room because we were on the

Poke

same team.

How do you balance your relationship and school7

Roger Williams University '12
Major: Secondary Education and
Biology
Hometown: Scarborough, M_E._
Birthday: Septemeber 20, 1990_

Poke

Roger Williams University ·12

OS: It's pretty equal. We do some studying together.
She also has her soccer and I have mv lacrosse.

Major: Crlminal Justice

DL.: We take tne little bit of free time that we have to hang out

Hometown: Kings Park, N.Y.

What was your favorlbil date so far7

Birthday: June 29, 1990

DL: For New Year's Eve last year, we went to New York Oty.

lnformMlon

DS: We saw the tree In Rockefeller Square and everything else.

Information

Relationship Status.
In a Relationship

Have you ever been on vacation together, If so, where?

Relationship Status.
In a Relarfonshlp

DS:kof)et.
Current City.
Bristo!, RI

Current City:

DI.: I guess visiting New York Oty Is like a mini vacation for us. We live pretty far apart.

Bristol, RI

What's your favortbil fall actMty to do together?

Dl: He likes coming to my soccer games.
DS: We haven't really experienced any fall things yet. We started dating last November.

What's the quirkiest thing about one another that you love?
DI.: He's really indecisive.
DS: She rots to have her room clean before.bed. It takes her about twenty minutes to do
every night. ·

Dl: It stresses me out If I don't.

Where wu your first kiss?
DI.:

we•. technkally. at the basketball house.

'I'

DS: But we could say Providence. Let's go with that one.

Dl: That was our flrst ·ru1• kiss.

os: It was sJlghtly more coherent.

Quick and dirty guide to eating healthy
Katlyn Proctor

Opinions Editor
As college students who are
constantly short on cash, it's
easy to run to fast food joints to
grab lunch or a super late night
snack. Although it is the cheapest option, it is not necessarily
the best choice,
especially
if you're
even
remotely
concerned
with
your
choles-

terol. It doesn't seem as though
the drive-thru could offer any
healthy alternatives, but beheve
it or not, most of the menu items
are healthier than the salads. If
you do find yourself driving to
the nearest fast food place for
a meal, keep these options in
mind:
• Ultimate Grilled Chicken
Sandwich from Wendy's: This
sandwich is the healthiest
choice on the menu. It has the
least amount of fat calories
and zero trans fat, which is one
of the leading culprits of high
cholesterol. The grilled chicken
sandwich offers more protein
than any hamburger. No matter
what fast food joint you end up

at, high amounts of sodium are
inescapable.
• Plain bagel with cream
cheese from Dunkin Donuts:
Opting for a baQel with cream
cheese is surprisingly much
healthier than purchasing a muffin. A muffin contains at LEAST
40 more calories
than a bagel
-but a
bagel
includes
a lot
more
protein
and iron
and way
less sugar.

,
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Puzzles
Some good ol' mental exercise

18
24

.

129

4

1

37

9

2

8
4
3

7

5

9

6
5

1

6
93

9

102
108

2 .

1

3

5

8

115

3

7

4

9

C JFSIKF - Dist. by United Feature Syndicate , Inc.

SUNDAY PUZZLER
ACROSS
I

6
10
14
18
20
21

22

24
25
26
27
29
30
32
34
36
37
38
39
41
43
44
45
47
49
52
53

SS

59
60
62
64
65
66
67
69
71
72
73
74
75
77
78
80
82
84
85
87
88
89
90
92
93
94
96
97
99
102
104
105
106
107
108

--

Dress part
Gap among mountains
Rora '
Mork from surgery
Guide
Chills and feyer
Sock awa{i
Material or rrdens
Game offi<ia
Crysto~azer

Forme y
Greek gOd of the winds
Roostin~ rod
Fine an liberal
Liquid meas.
Steersman's J!OSilion
Portly (prefix)
Cool scuttle
-Minor
Darken
A-one
Knotts or Adams
Whip handle
Soh lake in the Mideast (2 wds.)
Implement
Territory
Hlgh-filier food
Do damoee 10
Old Gree prophet
Make better
Holones
- a-well
Ve~pale

Tar y
Long walks
Time periods (abbr.)
- Polmas
Plant br~tle
Anger
Went al on easy p0<e
Government org.
Skyscra~er

Cotchal abbr.
American playwright Clifford
Walked tngerly
Mollyco die
Foam
Burn the outside of
Card with three pips
Shoe part
Dress
Work hard (with "down•)
Insects
Linden or Holbrook
Roof part
Sheltered side
Book of maps
File folder part
The Bard's river
Morning moisture
Moray
Look of contem~t
Hoven for ~om lers
Pilot's •oK

110
112

114
115

117

Word
Stuffed

Ri~111Ross

Au ition 12 wds.)
Barbecue fore
Kind of reading
Official's trip
Tidy
Express disapproval of
Baton
Front 111rt of aship
Usual foad
Roy flower
Charter
Owns
Lon~ story
Hor wore item
Sook, as Dax
Ballad
Big party

---

119
120
121
123
125
126
129
131
132
133
136
138
140
141
142
143
145
147
149
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

Car trunk, British style
-breve
Block Sea~
River throUgh Paris
Davenport's state
Rend
Placed one within another
Raced
Word of ogi:eement
Like some dirty dishes
Utter

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
23
28
31
33
- 35
38
39
40
42
44
45
46
48

Wet snow
Pace
Fast
Entrance to a mine
-capita
Boiled foad
Grows older
Toke legal action
Policeman's rank
Do owoywith
Truck
Proceed slowly
Trapshooting
Salon service
Stat signal
OT ok
Held sway
Motive
Japanese form of wrestling
Do wrong
Split open
Soy further
Destiny
like the Sahara
Baked and jelly
Wherewithal
Bird found in swamps
Bamboo stem
Wiped
Have being
Young ladY

Throat

49
50
51
52
54
56
57
58
60
61
63
66
68
70
73
74
75
76
79
80
81
83
84
85
86
89
91
92
95
97
98
100
101
103
105
106
107
109
111
113
114
116
118
120
122
124
125
126
127
128
130
132
133
134
135
137
139
141
142
144
146
148
150

•ump watCfie?'Painter

w~s~

Cook
Air
Popular sandwich in Philly
Missive
Make into low
Drinks slowly
TronSP.Ort
Uncociked
Quidc-tempered one
Ba!Gstoy

.....

I

w
d~
River o forgetfulness

Rinr
Gol boll stand
Lariats
Rounded mark
letter ofter sigma
Mine's output
Spring
Taste
Pin for kabobs
Print measures
Mop
Mori~lant

Skeda led
Eiq>erience one, for short
B~joint

Abound
Archer or Hathaway
Gondola
Gas for si~ns
Fix secure y
Frightening
Peel
Feh regret
Disencumber
Disloy:al one
Sand hill
Mode impure
SeK-denying
Lingo
Brewed beverage
Rest
Be lrium~hont
Panhan e
Musical work
Tricky wale
Bone of e leg
While with age
•- lo vista, liabt
Valued thing
Ghost
Small fastener
Appear very large
Dross
Outdo
Letters on a dial
Be indebted
Tobie part
-Moines

·-T~~· a1111

-

I P! ~

,
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Dion surpasses 1,000 career
kills in weekend split
Marybeth Torpey notched 12
kills arid just two errors on 25
RWUHawks.com
swings on the outside. FreshSenior Rebekah Dion became man Krystie Luczynski matched
only the fourth player in the
Torpey's team-high 12 kills, also
29-year history of the RWU
on 25 swings. Dion's 11 kills in
Volleyball program to surpass
the match moved her to 1,007 in
1,000 career kills Saturday
her career.
as the team defeated Babson
Despite the Hawks' strong ofCollege before falling to the host fense, Coast Guard capitalized
Coast Guard Academy.
on its opportunities late in each
Dion entered the day with
set, pulling out three-straight
983 career kills and tallied 13
victories, 25-22, 26-24 and
on 28 swings in the team's first
25-22. The win was the tenthmatch against Babson College.
straight for Coast Guard, movFreshman Holly Hancock led
ing them to 21-4, while the loss
all players in the match with 15
snaps a nine-match winning
kills and just three errors on 24
streak for RWU as it finishes the
swings. She also led all players day 22-4.
with four blocks.
RWU has featured a player
The Hawks defeated Babson eclipsing the 1,000 career kill
by the scores of 25-18, 25-16
mark in four of the last six years,
and 26-24. Sophomore Emily
beginning in 2005 with Erin
Lebowitz contributed 44 assists, Carolan. In 2007 Amy Maurer
as the team averaged 18.7
accomplished the feat, followed
kills per set with a .338 hitting
by Kristina Dolan in 2009.
percentage.
Coast Guard moves on to
The RWU offense remained
face Clark College Tuesday
strong in the second match of
while RWU hosts Lasell College
the day, finishing with 44 kills
the same night. Both matches
and a .273 hitting percentbegin at 7 p.m.
age against the Bears. Junior

Article courtesy

RWUHawks.com
The Hawks struggled against blustery weather and evenly-matched opponents throughout their 0-0 draw
against UNE Saturday. The men's soccer team is 5-8-2 this year.

Men's"soccer earns. scoreless
draw after hard-fought battle
Article Courtesy

RWUHawks.com
The Roger Williams University
Men's Soccer team battled the
University of New England for
110 minutes without a victor, as
both teams played to a scoreless tie in double overtime.
A cool day with blustering
winds coming off of the water
of the Mount Hope Bay did little
to assist either team in their attempts to score. Goal kicks were
stalled in mid-air, throw-ins bent
back toward the out-of-bounds
line, and long passes were bent
toward the direction of the wind.
The first UNE possession
demonstrated the effects of the
weather on the game, as the
Nor'Easters put up three consecutive corner kicks due to the
assistance of the wind. Despite
the wind, the Hawks continued

to keep up the intensity on the
offensive end, outshooting the
Nor'Easters 18-2 in the first half.
Yet neither team was able to find
the back of the net.
The second period saw more
of the same, with both teams
competing against each other
and the weather. Roger Williams
maintained the offensive pressure, with 10-4 shot advantage
against UNE, but still could not
score.
Both teams had close opportunities to break the stalemate,
with a long pass by UNE's Riley
Goodrich in the 80th minute
hanging up in the air and nearly
going in for a score before
bouncing over the net. Dan
Caruso had a great opportunity
in the 86th minute, firing from
the right side but getting denied
by the crossbar before the UNE
defense cleared it out.

In the overtime periods, Roger
Williams outshot the Nor'Easters
11-2 with numerous close calls.
Andres Daza had an apparent
goal stopped on a great save
by UNE keeper Jon Planer in
the 93rd minute, in addition to
five consecutive shots within the
opening two minutes of double
overtime, each of which did not
score the game-winner. In the
end, both teams came away with
the shutout.
Hawk keeper Peter Plate made
three stops in the game, while
Planer had 12 saves in the
game.
Roger Williams (5-8-2, 5-3-2
TCCC) will take on Endicott College Tuesday at 3:30 p.m., while
the University of New England
(3-7-4, 1-6-3 TCCC) plays Curry
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.

Jo:c.: d~-~

Women's Tennis
10.12.10 I 2:00 p.m.
vs TCCC Quarterfinals -#7 Western New England
College •
w 5-1

Men's Cross Country
10.16.10 I 10:00 o.m.
ot University of Albany Invitational
19th I 2s

Women's Cross Country
10.16.10 I 10:00 o.m.
at University of Albany Invitational
15th I 22

Men's Soccer
10.16.10 I 12:30 p.m.
vs University of New England
T - 0-0 (20T}

10.16.10 I 3:00 p.m.
vs University of New England
w3-1

Women's Volleyball
10.16.10 I 3:00 p.m.
at Coast Guard Academy
L 0-3

10.13.10 I 3:30 p.m.
vs Western New England College
w3-1

10.16.10 I 1:00 p.m.
vs Bobson College

10.12.10 I 3:30 p.m.
vs Western New England College
L 1-2

w3-0

10.1110 I 7:00 p.m.
at Western New England College

w3-0

